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The Principles Underlying the School Behaviour Policy
The Behaviour for Learning Policy at Stretford High School is a statement of good practice
which allows all students to learn and all teachers to teach. It covers all aspects of the
school that contribute to a positive learning environment and school ethos, in line with the
Section 89 of the Education and Inspection Act 2009.
We advocate an authoritative rather than authoritarian approach to behaviour management.
As adults we are in control but we are not controlling. We encourage and support our
students to manage and be in control of their own emotions and reactions. Our
communications are empathetic but there are boundaries – we are firm but kind. We know
that our students need an educational environment which is high in structure and high in
nurture we establish predictable routines, expectations and responses to behaviour.
We want to ensure that every student and every adult in this community knows they have an
important PLACE in this school. Therefore, we all strive to root interactions in:
• Playfulness
• Love
• Acceptance
• Curiosity
• Empathy
We believe that:
• All emotions are natural and normal
• Behaviour is a communication
• Most behaviours are a matter of choice and we encourage our students to make the right
choices
• Behaviours are not always a matter of choice – we must be skilled in recognising and
responding to this
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•
•

•

Aims
•
•
•
•

Emotional ‘first aid’ (calming, soothing) is needed first: ‘Connect before re-direct’
(Siegel, 2013), ‘Rapport before reason’ (Riley, 2009)
Students cannot successfully self-regulate their emotions unless they have experienced
and internalised co-regulation (i.e. an adult tuning in/empathising with their emotional
state and thus ‘containing’ - sharing, supporting and carrying – their emotional state).
This also involves explicit teaching and modelling.
Giving a student a sense of PLACE builds a power base that is an emotional bond – this
creates a safe place, a place of trust, a place of respect, a place of acceptance, a sense
of self. This in turn leads to students and young people giving back respect and acceptance
of boundaries. See Appendix A for further guidance

To ensure students are READY to learn
To ensure students show RESPECT at all times
To ensure students are SAFE
To enable students to be resilient and to be in control of their own emotions and reactions.
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The Public Sector - Equality Duty
The Equality Act introduced a single Public Equality Duty (PSED) on public bodies, including
maintained school and Academies, which extends to all protected characteristics; race, disability,
sex, age, religion or belief, sexual orientation, pregnancy and maternity and gender reassignment.
This combined equality duty came into effect in April 2011. This Act underpins our Behaviour for
Learning Policy as it is our objective to:
•
•
•

Eliminate discrimination and other conduct prohibited in the Act
Advance equality of opportunity between people who share protected characteristics and
people who do not share it
Foster good relations across all characteristics- between people who share a protected
characteristic and people who do not share it.

The School and the Board of Governors understand their duty to take reasonable steps to ensure
that SEND students and other vulnerable students are not placed at a substantial disadvantage in
comparison with students who are not SEND/vulnerable. Thus, our Behaviour for Learning Policy
acknowledges the legal requirement to make reasonable adjustments to the application of the
policy for students with SEND to ensure our discipline procedures do not discriminate against
students who may have a condition that impacts on their behaviour. It is also recognising that
staff working with SEND / vulnerable students have appropriate training to adjust their practice.

Therefore:
• All students must uphold our expectations that they are Ready to learn, Respect all and are
Safe at all times. School policies and procedures alongside Quality First teaching will
facilitate this.
• Some students may also need time limited support programmes to help them to meet our
expectations.
• A few students may need individualised intervention programmes and adjustments to help
them to meet our expectations and maximise progress.

General Expectations of students
Be READY: To learn by ensuring you are in correct uniform, carrying the correct equipment and
being on time to School and lessons. Be ready for the challenge of learning.
Show RESPECT: Respect your teachers, other adults, your peers, your School, your community
and yourselves. Work hard and be kind.
Be SAFE: Act with self-discipline both inside and outside School. Do the right thing to keep yourself
and others safe and well.
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The School
Rights: Stretford High School has the right
• To implement our School Behaviour Policy – including expectations and consequences.
To expect cooperation of students and parent/carers in maintaining an orderly climate for
learning.
• To expect students to respect the rights of others in the School.
• Not to tolerate violence, threatening behaviour or abuse by students and parent/carers.
If a parent/carer does not conduct himself/herself properly they may be liable to
prosecution.
•

To take firm action against students who harass or denigrate teachers or other school staff,
on or off premises – engaging external support services, including the police, as
appropriate.

•
•
•

To not tolerate any form of radicalisation and extremist behaviour.
To promote British Values and SMSC within its curriculum.
To conduct random periodic whole school searches or individual searches to ensure there
are no inappropriate, illegal or banned substances on site or on any students. Two members
of staff will be present when the searches are conducted to ensure staff and student
safety.

•

To not tolerate inappropriate behaviour outside of school that brings the School’s name
into disrepute and to act accordingly, using appropriate consequence and intervention.

Responsibilities: Stretford High School
• Will ensure the school community is consulted about the principles of the School Behaviour
Policy.
•

Will establish and communicate clear expectations that ensure that our students are
Ready, Respectful and Safe.

•

Will ensure the School Behaviour Policy does not discriminate against any student on e.g.
grounds of race, gender, disability or sexual orientation and that it promotes good relations
between different communities.

•

Will ensure staff are provided with relevant behaviour strategies to support all our
students’ needs.

•
•

Will support, praise and reward students’ good behaviour.
Will apply consequences fairly, consistently, proportionately and reasonably – considering
reasonable adjustments for SEND and the needs of vulnerable students.

•

Will make alternative provision from day 6 for fixed period excluded students, and where
appropriate, arrange reintegration interviews for parents at the end of a fixed period
exclusion.

•

Will take all reasonable measures to protect the safety and well-being of staff and
students, including preventing all forms of bullying and dealing effectively with
reports and complaints about bullying. 1. Refer to Bullying Policy

•

Will ensure staff model good behaviour and never denigrate students or colleagues.

2. Refer

to Staff Code of Conduct

•
•

Will promote positive behaviour through teaching emotional and social resilience.
Will keep parents/carers informed of their student’s behaviour, use appropriate methods
of engaging them and, where necessary, support them in meeting their parental
responsibilities.
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•
•

•

•

Will work with other agencies to promote community cohesion and safety and wellbeing.
Will work with students to educate them regarding extremism and radicalisation. It will
promote safe behaviour and treat extremism and radicalisation as a safeguarding concern.
It will work with students, parent/carers and other agencies for support regarding
concerns.
Will enlighten and educate students about British Values, global citizenship and spiritual,
moral, social & cultural development (SMSC) which will inform curriculum content and
promote the values of a democratic society.
Additionally, the Board of Governors will also have regard to the duty of care School has
for the health and welfare of staff. Behaviour policies and the principles which underpin
them will take appropriate account of staff health and welfare issues.

Students
Rights: Students have the right
• To contribute to the development of the School Behaviour Policy.
• To be taught in environments that are Ready for learning, Respectful and Safe.
• To use School email accounts, programmes/software and all IT equipment in line with the
School’s Acceptable Use Policy. 3. Refer to school Acceptable Use Policy
•

To expect appropriate action from the School to tackle any incidents of violence,
threatening behaviour, abuse, discrimination or harassment.

•

To appeal to the Headteacher/Governors, and beyond that to the Secretary of State, if
they believe that School has exercised its disciplinary authority unreasonably.

Responsibilities: Students
• Will follow reasonable instructions by staff to ensure that they are Ready, Respectful and
Safe.
• Will wear their uniform with pride. 4. Refer to school Uniform Policy
• Will arrive to school on time. 5. Refer to the school Attendance and Punctuality Policy
•

Will ensure they are equipped for their learning.

•
•

Will ensure that mobiles, electronic devices and headphones are not visible on site.
Will never use the internet, social media or mobile phones to denigrate the School, staff
or students.

•

Must never bring inappropriate, unsafe or unlawful items
(lighters/cigarettes/tobacco/E-cigs/vapes/drugs/alcohol/pornographic
material/fireworks/bangers etc.) to school.

•

Must never be in possession of an offensive/illegal weapon or anything that could be used
as a weapon to harm, threaten or intimidate another student, member of staff or member
of the public. This includes, but is not limited to, BB guns, airsoft guns or any imitation
firearm.

•

Must never carry out actual or threatened violence against another student or member of
staff.

•
•
•
•

Will not bring in any items for sale for personal gain.
Will not bring energy drinks on site.
Must never attend school under the influence of drugs or alcohol.
Must never be in the possession of drugs or alcohol on the school premises, consume drugs
or alcohol on the school premises or on the way to School.
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•

Will always show respect to School staff, fellow students, School property and the School
environment.

•

Will never denigrate, harm or bully or intimidate in an aggressive manner other students
or staff.

•

Will cooperate with and abide by any arrangements put in place to support their behaviour.

•
•

Will remain on site all day.
Will leave site at the end of the school day promptly after supervised activities finish.

•

Will act as positive ambassadors for the School when off school premises.

Parents/Carers
Rights: Parents and carers have the right
• To contribute to the development of the School Behaviour Policy.
• To be kept informed about their student’s progress, attendance and behaviour.
• To expect their students to be safe and respected in School.
• To have any concerns they have about their student taken seriously by the School and
investigated/resolved as necessary.
•

To use the School’s complaint procedures, following the School Complaints Policy which is
available on the School website

•

To appeal to the Headteacher/Governors, and beyond that to the Secretary of State, if they
believe the School has exercised its disciplinary authority unreasonably.

•

To appeal against a decision to exclude their student, first to the Board of Governors of the
School and then, in cases of permanent exclusion, to an independent appeal panel.

Responsibilities: Parents and carers
• Must respect the School’s Behaviour Policy.
• Must send their student to School each day Ready to learn.
• Must ensure school staff are aware of any SEND-related or other personal factors which may
result in their student displaying different behaviours.
•

Must be prepared to work with the School to support their student’s positive behaviour.

•

Must never attend school under the influence of drugs or alcohol or bring unlawful items
onto the school premises.

•

Must attend meetings with the Headteacher or other School staff, if requested, to discuss
their student’s behaviour.

•

If their student is excluded from the School, to ensure the student is not found in a public
place during school hours in the first five days of exclusion and to attend a re-admission
meeting with the School at the end of a fixed period exclusion.

•
•

Must never compromise the School’s catering provision by delivering fast food to the School.
Must never use violence, threatening behaviour or abusive language towards staff, students
or visitors to the School. If a parent/carer does not conduct them self properly they may be
liable to prosecution.

Review of the Behaviour for Learning Policy
The Board of Governors will review the Behaviour for Learning policy every two years.
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1. Getting Off To A Good Start: Staff Behaviour for Learning Guidance
The key to success is a consistent approach by all staff led by Heads of Department.
All staff must own their zone and maintain a high level of visibility in the corridors during lesson
change overs.
Staff should ensure that all interactions with our students make them feel they have an important
PLACE in our school and are respected and valued.
PLACE: what does it mean?
• Playfulness: School is a safe place where pupils are spoken to with respect. It is an enjoyable
place for students and staff to be. Interactions are professional but have a sense of joy and
fun. Speaking to students using a light tone of voice, smiling, noticing a haircut,
congratulating a student on a sporting victory …all of these contribute to building strong,
happy relationships.
•

Love: Adults in school are in loco parentis – we are in the role of the parent and treat our
students with the love and kindness a parent would. We are kind to our kids. We hold doors
open to model respect, we greet them in the corridors, we greet them at our classroom
doors, if they’ve been unwell, we ask them how they are and show them we care about their
well-being. If our students struggle to make the right choice or to manage their emotions,
we are clear about our expectations and we help them to make it right. We show them that
we care enough about them to help them when they are struggling. We are firm but kind.

•

Acceptance: All behaviour is a form of communication. A student who is working hard,
engaged and enthusiastic is telling their teacher ‘I am happy, I am safe, I am learning’. A
student who is grumpy, unengaged or apathetic is telling their teacher ‘I am not happy…I
can’t concentrate…I can’t learn’. We know that having a bad day does not make a bad
person. We know that and we accept that. Crucially, this does not mean that we mindlessly
accept when a student’s actions do not meet our expectations and do nothing to help. We
know that students need clear expectations and boundaries; consistency in consequences
helps children to make the right choices. We accept that the behaviour is a form of
communication, that there may be a consequence for communicating in that way but we
move to the next step in PLACE to find a way to help the student to make it right.

•

Curiosity: we accept behaviour is a form of communication and we ask the crucial question:
Why? Why is the child behaving in this way? If they are happy, engaged and enthusiastic, we
ask this question so we can share and repeat practice that works well. If the student is not
meeting our school expectations or is unable to manage their emotions, we also ask why?
We ask them about their feelings and thoughts – during an incident and after. We ask them
what happened and listen to what they have to say. We know that finding out what happened
is only the tip of the iceberg. We know that finding out why it happened is the key to helping
the child to not repeating this behaviour. Truly getting to the why involves the next step in
PLACE.
Empathy Whilst we have very clear boundaries, we are empathetic when speaking to our
students. We show our students that we understand how difficult a negative experience
can be for a child, we show them they do not have to deal with the distress alone and we
show compassion for the student and their feelings. We verbally recognise how the child is
feeling by telling them ‘I understand how you feel, I can see that you’re

•
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frustrated/confused/angry/upset/sad’ to soothe the child and feel calm. When we show a
child we empathise with their feelings, we are modelling how they can empathise with
others’ feelings. We can help them to make that connection. We then problem solve with
the child so that the situation is not repeated and they have strategies to respond in a more
positive way next time. We tell them that we can sort this out together, we ask how we can
help them, we help them to think of strategies they can use if the situation arises again.
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2. STRETFORD HIGH REWARD PYRAMID
Termly in HOY assembly. Awarded
for class chart positive, progress,
attendance, punctuality, HOY award
& SLT award.
Certificate
Reward

Weekly award sent by HOD to
weekly bulletin collator.
WOW wall
Letter home/postcard
from HOD
Achievement log by
HOD on SIMS

Awarded every lesson,
every day. Logged on
class charts by staff
and points collected
by students. Termly
students with most
points in Year+LT
group get reward.
Logged for:
Progress
Excellence
Responsible
Students
Engagement
Presentation of
work
Respect &
kindness

At end of Academic Year
celebrating progress from
year:
Coffee and cake reception
Certificate
Subject badges
Year & HT trophies

Weekly award with 2
nominations sent by
AHOY/HOY weekly to Bulletin
collator.
Letter home from HT
WOW wall

Weekly award with
winner emailed by
HOD.
WOW wall
Letter home
from HOD or
Postcard
Achievement
log by HOD
on SIMS
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3. STRETFORD

HIGH CONSEQUENCE PYRAMID
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4. What happens if a student does not meet classroom expectations?
Reasonable adjustments will be made when appropriate and in agreement with SEND
practice.
C1 – a student will be issued with a C1, a verbal reminder, for not meeting the School expectations
of Ready, Respect, Safe. Please use the School consequence system and issue a C1 with the onus
on restorative practice and PLACE; encourage the student to ‘make it right’ during the lesson.
C2 – a student will be issued with a C2 reflection as a result of continuing to not meet the School
expectations of Ready, Respect, Safe.
This will result in a behaviour log on SIMS including type of behaviour, teacher name, subject,
status and action taken, phone call home and a compulsory student/teacher restorative
conversation/reflection with the onus on restorative practice; this is the opportunity to ‘make it
right’.
C2L will apply if a student is 5 minutes late or more to a lesson with the same protocols as C2.
For both C2 and C2L all staff will support their conversations with the reflection questions in
Appendix B during the restorative conversation.
Should a student have also been given a C3 on the same day, the student must attend the C3
Reflection Room first and the C2 should be organised for the next day.
If the student does not attend their C2 with the member of staff then they will be given one more
opportunity. If they not attend the second C2 then this is referred to the Head of Department (HOD)
to ring home and organise a HOD Reflection. Failure to attend the HOD Reflection will result in an
automatic C3 and the reflective conversation must now occur in the Reflection Room. This will
need to be logged on SIMS and sent via a Patrol email so that the student’s name is added to the
C3 reflection list and a text is sent home to inform parents/carers.
C3 – a student will be issued with a C3 Reflection as a result of continuing to not meet the School
expectations of Ready, Respect, Safe. A C3 Reflection results in an internal remove within the
department; the teacher calls Patrol via email using the name of the student, year group, location
and reason. It is the role of Patrol to take the student to the designated department member as
per the department’s internal remove timetable or to the Q room. This must be logged on SIMS,
phone call home and a student/teacher restorative conversation must take place in the School
Reflection Room at the end of the school day or as soon as reasonably possible.
For a C3 all staff will support their conversations with the reflection questions below during the
restorative conversation.
Once the conversation has taken place, it is the responsibility of the member of staff to update
SIMs if needed and ensure that contact with home has been made to discuss the outcomes.
For a student who has been issued a C3, if the member of staff requires them to catch up on any
missed work from that lesson then that should be organised within their own department.
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An automatic C3 is issued when an incident is deemed as an extreme violation of the School
expectations of Ready, Respect, Safe. See teacher pyramid for further guidance.
C4 – if a student fails to resolve the issue in the School Reflection Room, this will lead to a day in
the Q Room, an hour after school, as well as a phone call home, letter home and we will endeavour
to invite parent/carers in for a re-admission meeting by the pastoral team. Reasonable
adjustments will be made for individual cases.
The teacher must meet with the student the following day once the Q Room has been completed
in the C3 Reflection Room to revisit and restore.
It is good practice that you work with your team members and discuss vulnerable students and
share strategies to ensure lessons runs smoothly at Department meetings.

5. C2/C2L Reflection questions:
•
•
•
•

What happened?
What were you thinking/feeling?
What needs to happen to put things right?
What are we going to do differently next time?

6. C3 Reflection questions:
•
•
•
•
•

What happened?
What were you thinking/feeling?
What do you think/feel about it now? Who has been affected and how?
What needs to happen to put it right?
What are we going to do differently next time?

7. C3 reflection is an opportunity for both staff and student to reflect
and make it right.
•
•
•

•

•

•
•

All staff will be trained in using Restorative Practice (RP) language and questioning.
All staff will be made aware of expectations of RP and will use RP language when dealing
with students.
All staff will reflect on their own RP status and expertise as well as their own behaviour
management (indicated by logs) and engage in workshops / seek advice to develop their
expertise as necessary.
All staff issuing a C3 during the course of a day must email patrol@stretfordhigh.com and
must log the entry into SIMS to enable a message to go home and the student to be added
to the after school C3 list. If there is NO C3 Patrol email then there is no message home and
no record of the C3 for the after-school Reflection Room list.
Patrol email to be sent in the following format:
➢ Title: C3 Patrol
➢ In email: Student name, year group, room & reason.
All students reaching a C3 during the school day will attend the Reflection Room at the end
of the day.
The after-school Reflection Room will be staffed by SLT/Middle Leader by rota.
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•

•

•

•

•

•
•
•

•

Staff issuing the C3 will attend the Reflection Room at the end of the day to restore
relationship & address concerns (restore and repair). This will determine
the time a student remains in reflection (up to an hour). The time spent in reflection will
be agreed in consultation with the Reflection Leads (SLT/Middle leader) who will actively
support this process.
It is the responsibility of the member of staff who sends the C3 Patrol email and attends the
Reflection Room to ring home that day and inform parents of what happened, how the
Reflection Room went and if there is any more intervention needed.
In the Reflection Room it is the responsibility of the member of staff on duty to do the
following:
➢ Collect the folder from Student Services at the end of the day
➢ Check all students and staff have arrived using the C3 Patrol data in the folder
➢ Ensure students are seated, quiet and reading through the 6 RP questions ready for the
member of staff. These are in Appendix C.
➢ Support any Restorative conversations
➢ Advise staff of the length of stay the student should complete in C3 reflection room.
➢ Stay for the duration of their duty until all students and staff have left
➢ For a student who does not turn up then the instructions in the next bullet point are to
be followed
Students not attending after school reflection:
➢ SLT/Middle Leader on duty will send an email to the Assistant Head Behaviour & Safety
and the Student Services Manager informing them of a day in isolation as the student did
not turn up. This will trigger a letter home from the Student Services Manager for a day’s
internal exclusion.
➢ The Assistant Head Behaviour & Safety will then email to the Head of Year (HOY) and
Assistant Head of Year (AHOY) of the students’ year informing them of their day in the
Q room so that they can be picked up in the morning, work sorted out and parents
contacted.
➢ The C3 referring member of staff will call home to explain that the reflection room was
not attended and that his/her student will be in the Q room for the day and will attend
the Reflection Room at the end of the day in order to repair the harm.
Non-attendance in the Reflection Room will result in automatic day in the Q Room followed
by the extended 1-hour reflection at the end of the following day. The C3 member of staff
is expected to attend this reflection time. Reasonable adjustments will be made for certain
cases.
All students who are issued with an internal exclusion have 1 hour extended onto their school
day and parents/carers are invited into readmission.
HODs will look at the data and support staff with parent/carer meetings for any students
who are persistently getting C3 logs within their department.
HOY/AHOY will analyse C3 statistics for high tariff students in each year group and discuss
at Pastoral meeting. The waved intervention approach will be followed and parent meetings
with HOY/AHOY will be organised.
Repeated C3 incidents with students will result in further referral and intervention.

8. Behaviour For Learning Waves of Intervention
•
•

Learning Tutor to set up SIMS Home Page for their Form
Learning Tutor to review BFL daily/weekly with students
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•
•
•
•

Persistent C2’s in a specific subject will monitored by teacher & HOD/DHOD
Persistent C2’s across a range of subjects will be monitored by HOY/AHOY
Persistent C3+ in a specific subject will monitored by HOD/DHOD
Persistent C3+ across a range of subjects will be monitored by HOY/AHOY

Wave 1- Report to Learning Tutor
Triggered after – weekly Year Team analysis of logs and Pastoral Team meeting:
Learning Tutor to contact home re: Wave 1 Report (4-6 weeks)
• Learning Tutor to log interventions on Student Monitoring (SM) sheet
• No improvement triggers communication of all actions to date with AHOY and HOY to be
informed
• AHOY and HOY must collect evidence from Learning Tutor, SIMS and Student Monitoring (SM)
sheet
• AHOY to arrange parent/carer meeting re: Wave 2 Review (present: parent/carer,
HOY and AHOY, Learning Tutor and Key Worker if applicable)
Wave 2 - Report to AHOYS
Triggered after – lack of progress across 4-6 weeks at Wave 1
• AHOY to contact home and arrange meeting with student and parent/carer
• Agree targets for Report
• AHOY to issue student with a Pastoral Support Plan (PSP) signed by home & school
➢ outlines all expectations of stakeholders
➢ has a time scale for review (4-6 weeks)
➢ details precise targets for the student
• Report issued to student
• Report monitored daily by AHOY (4-6 weeks)
• Student discussed at weekly Pastoral Team meetings
• No improvement triggers communication of all actions to date with HOY and AHT to be
informed
• AHOY and HOY to contact home re: move to Wave 3 Review
• AHOY and HOY must collect evidence from SIMS and Student Monitoring (SM) sheet AHOY to
arrange parent/carer meeting re: move to Wave 3 Review (present:
parent/carer, HOY and AHOY and Key Worker if applicable)
Wave 3 – Report to Head of Year
Triggered after – lack of progress at Wave 2
• AHOY to explain interventions and outcomes to HOY via report
• HOY to update student with a Pastoral Support Plan (PSP) signed by home & school
➢ outlines all expectations of stakeholders
➢ has a time scale for review (6 weeks)
➢ details precise targets for the student
• After agreed period of time the student will be referred to the Assistant Head Behaviour &
Attendance along with a report of all actions to date and their impact.
• HOY to arrange parent/carer meeting re: move to Wave 4 Review (present: parent/carer,
HOY or AHOY, AHT and Key Worker if applicable).
• Governors Welfare Panel (GWP) referral to be made if deemed necessary.
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Wave 4 – Report Assistant Head teacher
• Assistant Head (GWP if necessary) to review and amend Pastoral Support Plan where
necessary
➢ outlines all expectations of stakeholders
➢ has a time scale for review through PSP & GWP
• Details precise targets for the student to meet
• Report card issued for Assistant Head
• Pastoral Support Plan in place and signed by home & School
• Assistant Head to communicate the report card to all staff
• Review meetings to be held where outlined on Pastoral Support Plan (PSP)
• After agreed period of time the student will be referred to the Deputy Head Teacher along
with a report of all actions to date and their impact.
• AHT to arrange parent/carer meeting re: move to Wave 5 Review (present: parent/carer,
DHT and Key Worker if applicable).
• Governors Welfare Panel (GWP) referral to be made if deemed necessary.
Wave 5 – Report Deputy Head teacher
• Deputy Head (GWP if necessary) to review and amend Pastoral Support Plan where
necessary
➢ outlines all expectations of stakeholders
➢ has a time scale for review through PSP & GWP
• Details precise targets for the student to meet
• Report card issued for Deputy Head
• Pastoral Support Plan in place and signed by home & School
• Deputy Head to communicate the report card to all staff
• Review meetings to be held where outlined on Pastoral Support Plan (PSP)

9. Further Interventions:
a) Internal Exclusions
•

•

•
•

Unplanned Internal Exclusions occur as a result of an incident that takes place during the
school day. At first it is classed as ‘Pending Investigation’ while the Pastoral Team
investigate the incident. Then the student can be sent back to class if they have not made
the wrong behaviour choice or alternatively will remain for an Internal Exclusion.
Planned Internal Exclusions are for any of the following:
➢ 1-day Internal Exclusion - Non-attendance in the C3 Reflection Room. Reasonable
adjustments will be made for certain cases.
➢ 1-day Internal Exclusion – 2 x C3s in a day. Reasonable adjustments will be made for
certain cases.
➢ 1-day Internal Exclusion – no show for 1 Hour Lates. Reasonable adjustments will be
made for certain cases.
➢ Internal Exclusion for specified length of time for an incident in or out of School
All students who are issued with an internal exclusion have 1 hour extended onto their school
day.
Parent/Carers are informed by the relevant Year Team and a letter is sent home.
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•

•
•

Internal Exclusions are monitored by the Assistant Head Teacher via the weekly bulletin,
weekly Pastoral meetings where students of concern are raised and the Half Termly Pastoral
Report.
Any repeater students are identified in the Half Termly Pastoral Report and packages of
intervention are implemented and impact analysed.
Pupils will not spend more than three consecutive days in The Quiet Room in any one
occasion.

b) Step Out
•
•

•
•
•
•

•
•
•

Once the relevant Year Team and Assistant Head have agreed on a Step Out as an
intervention the Year Team must liaise with the Student Services Manager.
The Student Services Manager will ask for the preferred partnership school for the Step
Out and will make contact. Year Teams are to consider the following, which will impact
on which partnership school is chosen:
➢ Distance to partnership school for student.
➢ How the student will get to the partnership school.
➢ Whether it is appropriate for the student to be in mainstream lessons within the
partnership school or in the school’s specialist unit.
The name of the student will be given to the Student Services Manager with the reason
for and duration of the step out.
The Student Services Manager will liaise directly with Partnership schools to agree a Step
Out.
Once agreed the Student Services Manager will send the partnership school the student
data information.
The relevant Year Team are responsible for liaising with parent/carers and agreeing
transport on the first day in addition to providing travel training for the student if
required.
The Student Services Manager will send a letter home to confirm the Step Out.
Following a Step Out the relevant Year Team will hold a readmission meeting at the
school to outline next steps regarding intervention.
During a Step Out a partnership school can decide to end the Step Out if the student’s
behaviour does not meet their school standards. If this occurs then the Behaviour Policy
will be followed.

c) Governors Welfare Panel (GWP)
•
•
•

•
•
•

Governors Welfare Panel (GWP) is an intervention used to support, challenge, set targets
and hold students account for their behaviours.
There are 3 set GWP’s during the school year and the option to add more if the intervention
is needed.
When a student is referred to GWP the family will be invited to the meeting via letter and
they will receive the referral document with behaviour logs which is completed by the
relevant Year Teams prior to the meeting.
When students are referred to GWP their behaviour, attendance, punctuality and welfare
will be discussed by the panel.
The panel can recommend internal and external intervention, external agency input and the
referral to Trafford High School (PRU).
The panel will set targets for the student to achieve and this is reviewed at the next
meeting.
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d) Trafford High School (PRU)
•
•
•

•
•
•

Trafford High School is an intervention which is run by the Local Authority.
The school can refer a student to Trafford High School at any wave of intervention for a
student.
Trafford High School is used as a step out so that a student can learn to manage their own
behaviours with the support of specialist professionals, build resilience and gain strategies
so that they can return to school and engage in their learning.
A student can be referred to Trafford High School for a short step out or a long-term
placement.
When a student is referred a meeting will be held at Trafford High School with the student,
parent/carer and relevant Year Team. During this meeting a start date is agreed.
During the student’s placement at Trafford High School there will be review meetings and
regular contact with home and school.

e) Alternative Provision
•

•

•

There are other alternative provisions which the school can access and use as an
intervention. These can range from full time alternative placements or part time where
the student still accesses some learning time at Stretford High.
Funding for these can be applied for via the Virtual school if the student is Looked After to
prevent a Permeant Exclusion or via an Emergency Annual Review if the student has an
EHC Plan to prevent a change of placements.
If the student is in Year 11 the school can apply for funding from the Local Authority to
access support in order to prevent a Permeant Exclusion.

f) Fixed Term Exclusion
•
•

•
•

•
•
•

A FTE can only be issued by the Headteacher (with delegated responsibility to the Deputy
Headteacher in the absence of the Headteacher)
If the Year Team feel that an FTE is needed then they must consult with the Assistant Head
Teacher in charge of Behaviour & Safety. A thorough investigation must have happened and
statements written on Stretford High Statement paper. Each statement must be signed by
the student, member of staff present and dated.
If the Assistant Head Teacher agrees that a FTE needs to be issued then the Headteacher
must sign this off.
When a student receives a FTE the relevant Year Team must inform parent/carers. They
must explain the following:
➢ Length of FTE
➢ Reason for FTE
➢ Organise re-admission meeting
➢ Explain that the student must be at home for the duration of the FTE
➢ Organise work for them to complete if it is 3 or more days and ensure parent/carers
have received it
➢ Log this on SIMS and CPOMS if appropriate for the student
Once the information above has been agreed then the Year Team must inform the Student
Services Manager, who will prepare the letter to be sent home.
FTEs are monitored by the Assistant Head Teacher via the weekly bulletin, weekly Pastoral
meetings where students of concern are raised and the Half Termly Pastoral Report.
Any repeater students are identified in the Half Termly Pastoral Report and packages of
intervention are implemented and impact analysed.
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•

•

During the readmission meeting the following needs to occur:
➢ Complete the readmission pro-forma and all sign to agree actions/interventions
➢ Explain any further interventions that will occur
➢ Minute any meeting notes
➢ Go through Hub intervention
Following every FTE, the Hub will be utilised to discuss what led to the FTE, discuss next
steps on a 1:1 basis and complete a presentation regarding the FTE.
➢ 1-2 days FTE will result in a session in the Hub for 2 periods
➢ 3+ days FTE will result in a day in the Hub
➢ Students will be allowed to go for break and lunch during this time as this is a time
for reflection

g) Permanent Exclusion
5 Days FTE Pending Investigation which may result in a Permanent Exclusion
The relevant Year Team or Assistant Head Teacher for Behaviour & Safety will ask the Student
Services Manager for a letter and explain the reason why
• The relevant Year Team or Assistant Head Teacher for Behaviour & Safety will ring home
and say the following:
➢ Your son/daughter had received a 5 Days FTE Pending Investigation which may result
in a Permanent Exclusion for __________ (explain reason)
➢ The school will be conducting an investigation and the Head Teacher will make a
decision regarding your son/daughter’s place at the school
➢ You will be contacted over the next 5 days and asked in for a meeting with the Head
Teacher where your son/daughters place at the school will be discussed
➢ At this meeting the Head Teacher will explain if it is a Permanent Exclusion or not
➢ You will receive a letter in the post which explains the FTE and also has the number
and point of contact from the Local Authority should you have any questions
•

The parent/carer may ask questions about next steps if it was not be a Permanent Exclusion:
➢ The Headteacher will tell you at a parent meeting and you will get a letter
➢ The Local Authority will be informed and they will place your student in an
educational provision
➢ A date for a Permanent Exclusion Panel meeting will be issued where school
governors, Local Authority and parent/carer will attend. This is where the Head
Teacher will explain the reasons for the Permanent exclusion
➢ The Governors will decide as to if the Permanent Exclusion will be upheld
➢ A letter will be then sent out to home to explain if it has been upheld or not

Straight Permanent Exclusion – this telephone communication with parents/carers will be done
by the Assistant Head Teacher for Behaviour and Safety
• The Assistant Head Teacher for Behaviour & Safety will ask the Student Services Manager for
a letter and explain the reason why
• The Assistant Head Teacher for Behaviour & Safety will ring home and say the following:
➢ Can you come into school today/tomorrow for a meeting with the Headteacher
following a serious incident (explain reason) or persistent breech of school’s
behaviour policy (parent/carer would already know that this may happen as they
would have been on GWP and been in prior to this)
➢
In the meeting the Headteacher will explain the Permanent Exclusion
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